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Dear Partners:  

Dhandho Holdings was formed in late 2013, raised $152.4 million in the first half of 2014 and 
successfully completed the acquisition of Stonetrust Insurance on December 31, 2014. In 2014, 
we had fund raising, transaction and corporate expenses of $1.3 million. Our NAV at inception 
was $10/unit. On 12/31/14 it was $9.93/unit - or a decline of less than 1%. 

For all practical purposes, however, our operations began on January 1, 2015. We ended 2015 
with a NAV of $8.36/unit - a loss of 15.8% in 2015. This is not how I had hoped we would 
perform right off the bat. More than 2/3 of the drop in the NAV relates to one large equity and 
debt position we had in Horsehead Holdings, which filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in February 
2016. I am 100% responsible for this loss. We had invested $15 million in Horsehead equity at 
the holding company and held $2 million of its convertible debt within Stonetrust Insurance. A 
detailed post-mortem on Horsehead Holdings starts on Page 8. 

Stonetrust Insurance had a decent year. Its 2015 accident year combined ratio came in at 99.0%. 
However, Stonetrust had some very significant adverse development for the 2011-2014 accident 
years. This required reserve strengthening to the tune of $5.3 million which more than offset the 
2015 underwriting gains. We do have some recourse to these losses since they relate entirely to 
periods prior to the change of ownership to Dhandho. The recoveries, which are likely to be $1.5 
million (or higher), are only partially reflected in the 2015 year-end NAV. A detailed synopsis 
on Stonetrust follows on Page 3. 

Fahad and I expended considerable effort looking for more acquisitions in 2014 and 2015 – and 
came up with nothing. We did come close in one case, but it ended up becoming an auction and 
we walked away. With all the billions in private equity and corporate coffers, it is not easy to get 
deals done at prices that make sense. That does not bother me. We are happy to wait patiently for 
something that makes sense – and where sellers care about more than extracting the highest 
possible price. 

There was no plan for Dhandho to do startups at the outset. However, two opportunities 
presented themselves where the downside risks were muted and the upside looked significant. 
We did not believe we’d put more than $2 million at risk in either venture before they either got 
traction or were shut down. So, the worst case was a less than 3% hit to our NAV. The first 
venture, CoverageHQ, was shut down a few weeks ago with an all-in loss of $675,000.  

The second venture, Dhandho Funds, has patent pending intellectual property and just launched 
its first ETF on April 4, 2016. The NYSE Arca ticker is JUNE. So far, this venture looks 
promising. We spent a total of $600,000 on Dhandho Funds in 2015, which was 100% expensed 
(and is part of the drop in NAV). While I am very happy with the way Dhandho Funds is taking 
shape, there are no plans to do anymore startups within Dhandho .  
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Dhandho’s biggest asset is the team that has come together. We have some truly talented folks. 
Fahad Missmar, our CFO, is a keeper. I cannot say enough good things about Fahad. I wish I had 
some of his traits. Tanvi Arora, who heads our quant team, is impressive on many fronts. And 
Reema Mukherjee, who set up and leads Dhandho India, is someone who can do almost 
anything. Besides them, we have a great team of quants and very good administrative and 
finance/accounting folks in San Juan. It is also a very young team. Virtually everyone (excluding 
me) is in their twenties. This has been deliberate on my part. I am a big believer in capability 
over skills. Skills can be acquired, but it is impossible to chan g e th e b asic raw material.  At 
Dhandho we have both – amazing capability and skills getting deeper by the day. We have lots 
of wonderful learning machines on the team. 

So, while the numbers show a poor performance in 2015, it was a very good year in terms of 
talent acquisition. We will recover those NAV losses in the not too distant future. It would be a 
far bigger loss if we were to lose (or to have not hired) some of our team members. I had not 
planned it this way, but most of my direct reports are women. Most employers have deeply 
etched distortions in evaluating women candidates that they are not even aware of. At Dhandho, 
we have nothing of the kind. It is a significant competitive advantage. 

Stonetrust Insurance  

For the 2015 accident year, Stonetrust’s combined ratio came in at 99.0%. However, adverse 
development for prior years occurred to the tune of $5.3 million. This brought the calendar year 
combined ratio to 108.4% Because Stonetrust was a mutual insurance company before we 
bought them, there were limits on the reps and warranties we could get from its nearly 5,000 
policyholder owners and founder. We do, however, expect to collect about $1.5 million of this 
adverse development.  

To give a bit more color, here are the combined ratios by accident year as carried on the books a 
day before we acquired Stonetrust: 

2012 : 93.0% 
2013 : 90.8% 
2014 : 96.0% 

And here are those same combined ratios a year later (as of 12/31/15): 

2012 : 96.7% 
2013 : 93.5% 
2014 : 96.5% 
2015 : 99.0% 
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As one can glean, even after the adverse development, the combined ratios for the last four years 
are quite acceptable. The problem is that we are stuck with the bill for under-reserving during a 
period when we didn’t own the business. I should also point out that all the deal expenses on the 
Stonetrust side are included in the 2014 combined ratio. That added around 2% to the combined 
ratio in 2014. In addition, after the Dhandho acquisition, we added costs related to GAAP audits 
of Stonetrust which add up to approximately 0.5% of premiums. 

Workers’ compensation insurance is not an easy business. Since it is mandated by law in most 
states, most employers believe they’ll never file a claim and that it is an unjustified tax on their 
business. Price plays a very important role in carrier selection. And since 96% of businesses 
never file a claim, most of Stonetrust’s customers never get to experience their excellent service 
when handling claims. Even with the 4% that do file claims, the employer does not typically 
interact much after there is a claim. It is usually between the injured employee and Stonetrust. In 
light of these significant headwinds, the Stonetrust team has demonstrated sound underwriting 
and claim management prowess.  

While Stonetrust had sound underwriting practices in place before we bought them, I told Tim 
Dietrich (its founder/CEO) that we weren’t looking for him to grow the business. What Dhandho 
cares about more than anything else is that the company’s focus be to only take on prudent risks, 
and skip writing policies with inadequate pricing. Tim’s incentives are 100% focused on 
underwriting profit. He does not get paid more if the business doubles in size, for example.  

I am happy to report that Tim and his team have taken this input to heart. Not only have they 
kept their discipline, they decided not to renew or bid on a number of marginal accounts. I am 
sure, without Dhandho’s input, Stonetrust would have reported a higher top line in 2015. 
Dhandho’s ownership has improved underwriting at Stonetrust. In 2015, for the first time since 
2010, Stonetrust’s earned premium was less than the year before.  

Stonetrust Investment Results 

Stonetrust had approximately $120 million in assets at the end of 2015. The major buckets are: 

Fixed Income: $55 million 

Equities: $46 million 

Cash:  $15.4 million 

Building: ~$4 million (excluding mortgage) 

On the equities and fixed income, we ended up with an unrealized loss of $1.7 million in 2015. 
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Most of this relates to a $2 million investment we made in Horsehead convertible debt. Louisiana 
statutes on how insurance companies can invest their assets are both confusing and quite 
restrictive. Some of these restrictions do not make much sense. For example, we cannot own any 
foreign stocks. I would prefer to have at least a few investments in some businesses that happen 
to be listed on other continents. 

Redomestication to Nebraska 

Louisiana also imposes among the highest premium taxes on all P&C policies issued to 
Louisiana-based businesses. This premium tax is 3% of premiums, which may not sound like 
much, but it is on the top line. So, if an insurer has a combined ratio of 96% (excluding premium 
tax of 3%), the premium tax is basically 75% of their net underwriting income. This premium tax 
is not an issue when Stonetrust writes business Louisiana. However, when it writes in other 
states (with lower premium taxes), these states impose retaliatory taxes on Stonetrust as insurers 
domiciled in those states pay the higher 3% tax when writing in Louisiana. 

Stonetrust is writing an increasingly larger portion of business in other states. As a result, it faces 
an uneven playing field when competing with carriers domiciled in low premium tax states. We 
did a thorough study of premium taxes and investment statutes for insurers in all 50 states. As it 
turns out, Nebraska scores really well on both fronts. I wonder why! Which came first, the 
chicken or the egg?! 

It is not surprising that Nebraska is home to many national P&C insurers. We have applied to the 
Nebraska Department of Insurance to redomesticate Stonetrust to Nebraska – and we hope it is 
approved in the coming months. The regulators in Nebraska are very professional and have been 
a joy to work with. This change will require us to open a small office in Nebraska, and we are 
planning for Stonetrust to have a small presence in Omaha. Our investment portfolio will benefit 
from the more rational and clear Nebraska rules. Stay tuned. 

Holding Company Investments 

One of our holding company investments, Horsehead, was responsible for most of our 2015 
NAV drop. Out of $15 million invested, we lost $14.5 million. I do not see any issues with the 
rest of the portfolio and expect to do quite well with it in the years ahead. Indeed, we fully expect 
to recover the Horsehead loss (and then some) from the rest of the portfolio even if I make zero 
portfolio changes for the next few years. We own fractions of some deeply undervalued 
businesses run by some of the very best managers on the planet. This dog will hunt!  

The Dhandho Junoon ETF (Ticker: JUNE)  

My wife Harina runs a rooftop solar solutions business. In late 2014, an older client of hers 
requested me to look through his retirement investment portfolio and suggest a way to better 
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allocate his assets. I wasn’t looking for a project like this, but I liked the guy and decided to 
analyze his situation and give him my 2 cents. So, I asked him to get me a copy of all his various 
brokerage statements, including all IRAs, 401(k)s etc. 

He had investments across a slew of different mutual funds, full service and brokerage accounts 
and some individual stocks and bonds. He and his wife had done reasonably well and did not 
need much income from the portfolio to maintain their current lifestyle. They mostly intended to 
pass these assets on to the next generation. 

I suggested he get rid of all the financial advisors and consolidate the assets into one or two well-
known discount brokers like Schwab and TD Ameritrade. And I suggested he move his entire 
equity allocation to a broad index like the S&P 500. I also suggested he invest in the S&P 500 
through Vanguard or a low cost S&P 500 ETF. To his credit, I believe he executed on much of 
what I suggested. 

But as I reflected on my advice to him, it bothered me. The S&P 500 is a flawed index. It is 
market cap weighted, and the largest market cap stocks dominate the index. Normally, this is not 
an issue. Market cap weights typically reflect the dominant firms and sectors in the overall 
economy. But sometimes we get distortions. Like in 1999, dot coms which had never made a 
dime, made up a disproportionately large portion of the index. Or like today. Facebook and 
Amazon have P/E ratios of 86 and 445 and sport market caps of $320 billion and $250 billion, 
respectively – which gives them outsized weighting in the index.  

Nearly 15 years ago, when I studied this, I found that, on average, it took 28 years for a business to 
enter the Fortune 500. And at an average age of 42, it was off the list. By the time a business enters the 
Fortune 500, it is usually already past its prime and secular decline may already be underway. Those 
numbers (28 and 42) are likely meaningfully lower today – which makes matters worse. Thus, the 
problem is not just the elevated valuations of Facebook or Amazon. Capitalism is brutal. Many of 
the largest market cap stocks of today simply aren’t likely to be the largest in even just five 
years. 

Equal weighting isn’t the answer either since the constant rebalancing of equal-weighted indices 
leads to a lot of cutting of flowers and watering of weeds. There had to be a better way to index.  

So, I started thinking of different approaches and began to backtest these strategies. I was mostly 
wandering in the dark as I had zero expertise in backtesting, point-in-time databases etc. This all 
changed when I was introduced to a highly talented team of quants at the UCLA Andersen 
Business School. All of them were pursuing MFE (Master of Financial Engineering) degrees. 
We began working with six of them part-time in the spring of 2015, and they joined us for 
summer internships at our San Juan office. Five of these amazing folks joined us full-time after 
they graduated in December. Tanvi, Fei, Yingzhou, Kunal and Jaya are all keepers. 
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Over much of 2015, we ran a zillion backtests over several decades covering a plethora of 
strategies. The flaws of backtesting are numerous. We paid careful attention to non-confirmatory 
evidence. We promised ourselves to only bring to market a product that has strong theoretical 
and empirical underpinnings across a wide range of market conditions, if it delivered 
meaningfully better results over the S&P 500 over the long haul. 

In late 2015, we reached the promised land. In February 2016, Dhandho Funds filed a utility 
patent with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office for the algorithm that generates the index. We 
explored a variety of vehicles in which we could launch the index fund, and decided to launch an 
Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) as well as a private LP fund, with different fee structures for each 
fund.  

The ETF and private fund are launching under the “Junoon” brand. “Junoon” is a word that 
occurs in many languages and cultures including Hindi, Urdu, Persian and Arabic; it loosely 
translates to “passionate revolution.” We believe our strategy is truly unique and revolutionary. 
On April 4, 2016 Dhandho launched the Dhandho Junoon ETF (Ticker: JUNE). The ETF 
charges a flat, annual management fee of 0.75%, which is in-line with similar funds.  

In addition to our ETF, Dhandho Funds will launch two private funds – the “Dhandho Zero Fee 
Funds” – called Dhandho Junoon LP and Dhandho Junoon Offshore Ltd. We plan to launch the 
private funds on July 1, 2016. The Private Placement Memoranda for these funds are on 
Dhandho Funds’ website (www.dhandhofunds.com). The Dhandho Zero Fee Funds will charge 
the same exact fees as the Pabrai Investment Funds - zero management fees, only a performance 
fee of 25% after a 6% annual hurdle. However, they will have substantially more flexibility in 
their strategy than the ETF’s strategy, such as the ability to concentrate in specific names (the 
ETF is required to meet diversification requirements set by the SEC that are not applicable to 
private funds) and make tweaks to the algorithm at the option of the Dhandho Funds General 
Partner. 

A few years back, Charlie Munger made a casual remark to me - that if an investor did just three 
things, the end results would likely be better than many other approaches. He said investing in 
cannibals, cloned positions and spin-offs was a great way to go. Cannibals are the businesses that 
are buying back their stock (hence eating themselves). Cloning is looking at the highest 
conviction ideas of other great investors (through their required 13-F filings etc.). And finally 
spin-offs, have been shown to outperform over time (Joel Greenblatt’s book, You Can be a Stock 
Market Genius is a great primer on spin-offs and why they work).  

Charlie’s advice was right on. Our backtests showed that a portfolio composed of a mix of 
cannibals, cloned positions and spin-offs did far better than anything else we tried and tested. 
And it was meaningfully superior in the long run over the S&P 500. Thus Junoon incorporates 
all three strategies in a single ETF and fund. More information on the ETF is at 
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www.dhandhofunds.com. Junoon has strong theoretical and empirical underpinnings. We are 
excited about it!   

Dhandho India Private Limited 

We established Dhandho India in Pune, India about a year ago to provide IT services to 
Stonetrust. It has evolved to support Dhandho Funds as well. We have six talented developers 
and quants at Dhandho India. Four of them work full-time on Stonetrust projects, and two are 
part of the Junoon quant team. Three of the six are IITians who are also alums of The Dakshana 
Foundation, which is wonderful.  

Horsehead Holdings Corporation: A post-mortem 
 

 
Horsehead Holdings Corporation 
 
First Bought on:   07/20/2015 for $8.06/share 
Last Sold on:    01/28/2016 for $0.23/share 
Avg.  Buy Price:    $8.10 
Avg.  Sell Price:    $0.26 
Total Amount Invested:   $15.0 million 
Total Proceeds:   $482 thousand 
 
 
      -96.8% realized loss over a holding period of 6 months. 
 

 

Until recently, Dhandho Holdings owned over 1.85 million shares of Horsehead. I bought 
Horsehead for Pabrai Funds originally in November 2008 as a classic Ben Graham net net 
investment. It was trading well below just the value of its net current assets minus all liabilities. I 
first learnt of Horsehead in this Forbes article: 

http://www.forbes.com/forbes/2008/1110/056.html 
(Forbes Magazine; Ben Graham Then and Now; 10/23/2008) 

After studying all nine businesses listed as net nets in that article, I decided to only invest in 
Horsehead as part of the commodities basket I was building at the time for Pabrai Funds. At 
Pabrai, we bought about 1.3 million shares of Horsehead for about $4 million - a 2% bet as part 
of our 10% commodities basket. Every single bet in that basket worked out very well. Teck 
Cominco eventually went up 10x. We captured a 7x return on Teck. In less than 13 months, 
Horsehead had appreciated by over 400% from the price we paid. A nice home run! 

In the last few weeks of 2008 and the first few months of 2009, I was inundated with great 
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investment ideas. It was like drinking from a fire hydrant. I did not get a chance to study these 
businesses in as much depth as I would have liked. The pricing was such a no-brainer and our 
position sizes were so small that I acted as fast as I could. 

Later I studied businesses like Teck and Horsehead far more closely and discovered that 
Horsehead was run by an outstanding CEO - a Princeton trained chemical engineer who had a 
strong appreciation for making very prudent capital allocation bets. 

As I exited our commodities basket at Pabrai Funds, I decided to hang on to Horsehead. In 
December 2009, Horsehead bought Inmetco from Vale for $38 million. They bought Inmetco for 
2 times cash flow. It is a very nice business that generates some $18 million a year in operating 
earnings. When a business is changing hands for $100 million and is valued at over $400 million 
a year later and then they buy another $18 million in earnings for $38 million, it gets my 
attention. I liked what the CEO, Jim Hensler, was doing and decided to keep our shares. 

In 2011, Jim did another winner deal. He bought Zochem for $30 million – and it generates $15 
million in operating earnings. Any additional capex that has gone into both these businesses has 
generated super high ROI.  Now we owned a fraction of a business that had invested $68 million 
in two businesses and increased operating earnings by $33 million. 

In fact, I carefully studied all of Jim’s major capex decisions and execution skills. They were 
flawless. These new businesses were nicely integrated. In addition, a $65 million greenfield EAF 
(Electric Arc Furnace) dust recycling plant in South Carolina was built in 2009-10, when 
construction labor was cheaply available. That plant was commissioned on time at a cost that is 
at least 30% lower than the same would cost today. Until 2011, Horsehead had virtually no net 
debt. Between 2011 and 2013, I increased our stake in Horsehead significantly. We bought 
another 5 million shares at prices ranging from $7-14 a share.  

In 2015, as Horsehead’s price dropped below $8, Dhandho Holdings took a stake in the business 
and Stonetrust bought the converts. 

The Mine that Never Depletes and needs no Capex 

Unlike other zinc refiners, Horsehead sources its zinc from EAF dust. EAF dust is a waste 
product generated when steel is produced in mini mills. There are, broadly speaking, two ways to 
make steel: 

1. In a traditional steel mill using a blast furnace using iron-ore and metallurgical coal. 
2. In a mini mill with electric arc furnaces using scrap steel from shredded automobiles, 

washing machines, etc. 

About 45 years ago, when Nucor setup its first mini mills using EAF technology, all they could 
produce was the lowest grades of steel (rebar used in reinforced concrete). Over the decades EAF 
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technology has improved to the point that, except for the highest end grades of steel, mini mills 
can produce it all. Because of the significant cost advantages, mini mills have gone through 
nonstop growth for the last four decades and taken share from integrated steel mills. 

One of the byproducts of EAF steel production is EAF dust. The EPA has characterized EAF 
dust as a hazardous waste and mini mills need to either send it to landfills or an outfit like 
Horsehead which processes EAF dust and extracts the rich zinc content in it. 

Horsehead gets paid by the mini mills to haul away the EAF dust. There is about a million tons 
of this dust produced in the US and Horsehead has long-term contracts to haul away 65+% of it. 
They thus have a lock on the EAF supply in the United States. They have four zinc recycling 
(calcining) plants located close to major mini mills. Mini mills are mostly a Southeastern and 
Eastern US phenomenon (think Nucor) and Horsehead’s plants are strategically located near 
most of these mini-mills, reducing transport costs. 

This locked EAF dust that they get paid to take is at the core of Horsehead’s competitive 
advantage. There is little risk of large reductions in dust production. It does ebb and flow with 
the economy, but there is enough to keep Horsehead’s plants running. It is all very elegant and 
environmentally friendly. Our clunker cars get converted into brand new Cadillacs, and even 
dirty byproducts like EAF dust do not go into landfill. They are used to produce zinc, which is 
used to galvanize that shiny Escalade and make it rust-proof. 

Thus Horsehead has this beautiful endless supply of zinc ore where it gets paid to take the ore – 
and no one else can easily step in and upset that apple cart. 

Calcining Plants: Deepening the Moat 

The four zinc calcining plants further deepen the moat. They have a $250+ million replacement 
value. So, any would-be competitor would need to first somehow get supply locked in (not 
possible as it is already locked), then replicate these four plants with some $300 million of capex. 
And then they’d either need a smelter or another method of producing refined zinc. 

I watched Jim Hensler lock in and extend all the existing EAF dust contracts at favorable terms. 
And he built a brand new calcining plant in Barnwell, South Carolina in 2010 to further 
lockdown precious EAF dust. 

Mooresboro: The Final Piece of the Moat 

The four zinc recycling facilities produce zinc calcine that has historically been fed into 
Horsehead’s smelter in Monaca, Pennsylvania to produce zinc and zinc oxide. The Monaca 
facility was 80 years old using a very energy intensive, environmentally unfriendly centuries old 
process of producing zinc. In 2011, Horsehead decided to transition zinc production from 
smelting to using a state-of-the-art solvent extraction process. This new plant was expected to 
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cost about $350 million and increase EBITDA by $90-$110 million and make them one of the 
lowest cost zinc producers on the planet.  

The new plant, coupled with a captive low cost “EAF Dust Mine” that basically never depletes 
made it a long-term winner. Jim was able to do a deal with Shell that allowed Shell to take over 
the old smelter facility along with any legacy environment liability. It was a coup. Horsehead 
walked away with no future environmental liability from that plant that had produced zinc for 80 
years. And Shell intends to build a cracker at the facility to produce a variety of specialty 
chemicals from the fracking boom. It was a win-win deal for everyone. 

Once the Mooresboro plant was ramped up to capacity, Horsehead’s moat would have become 
impregnable. They’d be one of the lowest cost producers of zinc on the planet. Even at the 2008 
financial crisis collapsed zinc price of 50 cents a pound, Horsehead would eke out a tiny profit. 
In a more normal zinc price environment, the company would generate operating earnings north 
of $160 million. And if zinc prices went euphoric, the company’s operating earnings would 
increase by $25 to $30 million with every 10 cent/lb increase in the price of zinc. If zinc went to 
$2/lb (which it did about a decade ago), the business would generate over $400 million in 
operating earnings. The company’s market cap hovered mostly in the $400 to $700 million 
range. 

In late August 2015, Dhandho’s Horsehead stake was valued at $14.1 million. By late October, it 
was worth half of that. On January 4, the company missed a bond payment and in early February, 
the company filed for bankruptcy protection.  The missed bond payment and bankruptcy filing 
came as quite a surprise. The company has two separate businesses (Zochem and Inmetco) that 
are stand-alone. Even though prices would have been depressed, they could have sold these 
businesses. In fact, they had multiple offers to sell Zochem at $60 million in January 2016. Why 
they didn’t aggressively pursue this sale and avoid bankruptcy is still a mystery. And even one or 
more of the calcining plants could have been sold.  

After the missed interest payment, I sold our entire equity position for about $482k and used 
those proceeds to buy some of Horsehead’s senior unsecured debt at 8-15% of face value. I very 
much wanted to be as high as possible on the capital structure. I preferred buying the secured 
debt at 55 cents to the unsecured at 10 cents. But the secured debt basically didn’t trade. 

There is a very good chance equity is entirely wiped out in the bankruptcy process. There are 
some decent prospects of recoveries exceeding the $482k we invested in the unsecured debt. 
Time will tell. But, even if we got paid par on the bonds, we will still have a very significant 
loss. And I view the bonds being worth par as a very low probability event. 

Dhandho is now on the Official Unsecured Creditors’ Committee. We have a seat at the table, 
but the bankruptcy process is not fair or rational. The odds are very high that the DIP financing 
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and secured lenders will get this remarkable asset for a song. 

Was the Horsehead investment a mistake? Well, the original bet was not a mistake. Pabrai Funds 
had a greater than 4x gain on our original 2008 purchase in a year. The mistake lies in the 
subsequent purchases. Here are all the subtle and not so subtle mistakes I made with Horsehead: 

The first mistake was buying over 5% of the shares outstanding. In the last seventeen years at 
Pabrai Funds, we have bought over 5% or even over 10% of a few public companies. In no cases 
have we ever ended up with a winner. It is a small data set, but there are obvious reasons why 
going over 5% is dumb. Buying over 10% makes us subject to a variety of insider disclosure 
rules. Going over 5% requires us to make a 13G filing. All these Form 4 and 13G filings not only 
add cost and administrative time, but they also make it hard to increase or decrease position size 
without very transparent public filings. 

If we owned less than 5% of Horsehead, it is almost certain we would have done tax loss selling 
in 2015 at significantly higher prices – and decided not to buy it back based on all the updated 
current facts. This would have been a dumb luck exit. Instead of a $60 million loss, we’d have 
lost maybe 1/3 to 1/2 of that amount – a huge difference. 

The second and third mistake was that there were two prior times when the company had ramp 
up difficulties at the Mooresboro plant and each time raised capital by issuing stock. In October 
2013, they raised $70 million by issuing 6.3 million shares. And in January 2015, they raised 
another $70 million by issuing 5.8 million shares. When these offerings took place, the all-
important question I failed to ask of myself is what would have happened if the equity markets 
were closed and/or zinc prices were at multi-year lows? Well, the answer is that the company 
would have faced a serious liquidity crisis. Had I asked myself these questions, I would not have 
exited, but it would have reinforced the view that Horsehead should have been capped at 5%. 

When Hensler embarked on the plant, he had $400 million available to build it – and he hedged 
zinc prices far into the future to ensure that the rest of the business would not lose money 
regardless of zinc prices. Both these actions appeared prudent to me. However, in hindsight, 
there was no margin of safety. If the plant took longer than anticipated to ramp-up, he’d have to 
extend hedges. And those could only be extended if zinc prices remained healthy. And if he had 
cost over-runs, he’d have to access the capital markets for debt or equity issuance. And capital 
market access is never assured. What ended up happening was both: significant cost overruns 
and significant time delays. The first two times it happened, conditions were benign and he 
raised the money and extended the hedges. When he had the third cost over-run, the music had 
stopped. Zinc prices were in a collapsed state and capital markets were closed to Horsehead. 

Commodity businesses with heavy reliance on debt are playing with fire. One never knows how 
prices can change. Unless one is a low cost producer and debt-free, if prices collapse, one is 
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likely to be in trouble. Horsehead was a debt free business attempting to become a low-cost 
producer. In the process, they elected to add leverage. It would have been far better to bite the 
bullet and issue $400 million of equity in 2011. Even without leverage, the plant’s projected ROI 
was very good. 

The fourth mistake was what Charlie Munger calls the boiling frog syndrome. If you put a frog 
in boiling water, it immediately jumps out. But if you put it in lukewarm water and raise the 
temperature very gradually, it never jumps out and it dies. I’m not sure if that is the real behavior 
a frog would exhibit, but it is a good analogy for Horsehead. When I invested in Horsehead in 
2008, it was a classic Graham net net. Net current assets were over $160 million and the market 
cap was $100 million. The four plants came for free (worth north of $300 million). There were 
no leverage issues to be concerned about. The big step function in leverage happened when they 
decided to build the Mooresboro facility.  

My good friend, Guy Spier, observed that both of us have a pre-investment checklist, but no in-
flight checklist. The pre-investment checklist has proven invaluable. However, it is not enough to 
just keep up with ongoings in existing investments in a ad hoc manner. It is important to 
periodically run and re-run the in-flight checklist. If I had first looked at Horsehead in 2011 
instead of 2008, I would have either taken a pass or made it a small bet.  

The fifth mistake was in reading Jim Hensler. On the surface it appeared that Jim fully 
understood the pitfalls of debt in a commodity business where you have no control over price. 
He always had hedges. However, hedges are a weak counter to leverage – they always run out. 
The reality is that Horsehead needed a far more conservative manager who abhorred debt. 
Horsehead would have been a very nice asset for its owners for decades if it had elected to 
finance the plant with equity versus debt.  

The sixth mistake is simply this: Most great businesses should not need high amounts of debt to 
produce high returns on equity. As I look at my pre-investment checklist, the number one reason 
for losses for many great value investors is leverage. Unfortunately, this has been true for Pabrai 
Funds as well. In the last seventeen years, leverage is front and center on a number of my 
mistakes. My interest in investing in levered businesses in the future is likely to be very low. 
And when we do take the plunge, position sizing will be quite conservative. 

The learnings from Horsehead are expensive lessons, but they are truly priceless. I wish I could I 
have learnt these lessons vicariously, but (unfortunately) they are pounded in better into the brain 
when we encounter direct pain. I know that I am a better investor and will make better decisions 
in the future as a result of this mistake. Even with a 100% loss on Horsehead, Dhandho has 
plenty of other great irons in the fire and we expect to do quite well in the years ahead.  
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2015 Annual Meeting Transcript 

The 2015 Annual Meeting transcript and presentation slides are posted on our website.    The 
transcript is best read in conjunction with the presentation slides (the password to the video is 
“Warren”):  

Here are the links to the transcript and slides: 

http://dhandho-holdings.com/2015transcript/ 
 
https://vimeo.com/139966800 
 
An Exceptional Team 

Our team is simply a delight to work with.  I have nothing but praise for the crew at BDO Puerto 
Rico, Grant Thornton Puerto Rico, Edgar Rios at Pietrantoni Mendez & Alvarez (PMA), and 
Mike Froy and Sam Schlessinger at Dentons.  Our offshore legal advisors Conyers, Dill & 
Pearman, are a pleasure to work with.  Ajay Desai and his team at UBS are our prime broker and 
custodian, and they are also very much a part of the team.  I am blessed to be able to work with 
these exceptional groups in Chicago, BVI, and San Juan.  It makes my job a pure joy.    

2016 Annual Meetings – Save the Date  

There will be our two annual meetings sequentially at Orange County, California & Chicago, 
Illinois.  We are also adding a 3rd annual meeting at our Dhandho Holdings Corporation 
headquarters in Puerto Rico!  The Puerto Rico meeting will be on September 24, 2016.  

Prior to the California meeting on September 10, 2016 we will have the 3rd Annual Gran Fondo 
Dhandho Bike Ride which will start at 8:15 AM.  It’s a scenic ride around the Newport Estuary 
with views of the Pacific Ocean in Newport Beach, California.  Biking can be a dangerous 
activity; we only want folks who are decent bikers on the ride.  The ride begins at Starbucks in 
Newport Beach, and ends there around 10:30 AM.  For folks that just wanna chill, you can come 
to the Starbucks at 10:30 AM and hang out with the bikers.  Here is a link to the Starbucks 
location: 

http://www.starbucks.com/store/18175/us/jamboree-bristol/3601-jamboree-road-newport-beach-ca-
926602961 

The California meeting is scheduled to be on Saturday, September 10th, 2016 at 4:00 PM at: 

Soka University 
Performing Arts Center 
1 University Drive, Aliso Viejo, California  92656   Tel. +1949.480.4000 
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Soka University has a spectacular campus nestled in the scenic hills of Aliso Viejo. It is a 20 
minute drive from Orange County Airport (SNA), and about an hour drive from LAX.   

There is a fantastic Marriott Club Sport hotel about 3 miles from Soka University: 

Marriott Renaissance ClubSport 
50 Enterprise 
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656 
Reservations:   800-468-3571 
Phone:   949-643-6700 
 
There are many hotels in the area.  Here is a link to other hotels near Soka University: 

http://tinyurl.com/8dmevvu 
 
The Chicago meeting is thus scheduled to be on Saturday, Sept. 17th, 2016 at 4:00 PM at: 

Carlucci’s Restaurant 
(The Auditorium) 
6111 North River Road, Rosemont, Illinois 60018   Tel. +1847.518.0990 
 
Carlucci’s is a five minute taxi ride away from O’Hare airport. The Marriott Suites O’Hare and The 
Westin O’Hare are both next to the restaurant. In addition, there are a plethora of hotels in the vicinity. 
Good deals on O’Hare hotels are usually available on the major travel-related websites. 

The Puerto Rico meeting is scheduled to be on Saturday, Sept. 24th, 2016 at 4:00PM at: 

The Bankers’ Club 
Banco Popular Building 
206 Tetuan Street, San Juan, PR  00902 
 
The Bankers’ Club is on the top floor of the historic Banco Popular building in Old San Juan.  This is 
the same building where our Dhandho Holdings offices are located. 

There is a fantastic hotel where we have secured a special rate of $185/night.  This rate comes with a 
complimentary continental breakfast and a 15% discount on meals in the main restaurant, Patio 
Negro.  The hotel is a 5 minute walk from the Banco Popular Building.  Please mention “Dhandho 
Holdings” to get this rate. 

 
Hotel El Convento:  
100 Cristo Street 
Old San Juan, PR  00901 
Reservations:  +1787.723.9020 
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Agenda: 
 
4:00 – 4:30 PM:  Meet and Greet 
4:30 – 6:30 PM:  Presentation and Q&A 
6:30 PM:   Cocktail Hour 
7:15 PM:         Dinner (Chicago and Puerto Rico only) 
 
In lieu of dinner this year in California, we’re gonna do an extended cocktail hour with expanded 
appetizers (multiple food stations) and lots of tables to sit and chat. We’ll see how it goes and then 
decide on the format for future years. It may be more fun this way. 

The invites will go out in July, 2016. Your significant other and kids of all ages are welcome to attend. 
I look forward to seeing you in September. 

Thanks for your continued interest, referrals and support.  Feel free to call me at +1949.453.0609 or 
email me at mpabrai@dhandho-holdings.com with any queries or comments. 

 
Warm regards, 

 
Mohnish Pabrai 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Copyright © 2016 by Mohnish Pabrai.  All Rights Reserved.  Please do not post this report on the web. 
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Team Dhandho 
 

MOHNISH PABRAI 
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer 

 

San Juan, Puerto Rico 
 

FAHAD MISSMAR, Chief Financial Officer  
CARLOS ORTIZ, Finance & Operations Analyst  
JULISSA MORALES, Administrative Assistant  

ANGELES CHAPARRO, Administrative Assistant  
 

Irvine, California 
 

TANVI ARORA, Vice President, Quantitative Analysis 
FEI LI, Quantitative Analyst 

YINGZHUO ZHAO, Quantitative Analyst  
JAYA BHARATH VELICHERLA, Quantitative Analyst 

KUNAL MALHOTRA, Quantitative Analyst  
NICKII ALEO, Administrative Assistant   LYNN DANN, Administrative Assistant 

BETSY HARKER, Administrative Assistant  KAREN ADACHI, Administrative Assistant 
JULIE TELTSCHER, Office Manager 

 

Pune, India 
 

REEMA MUKHERJEE, Chief Operating Officer  
POOJA KUMARI, General Manager  

PRIYABRATA BHUYAN, Quantitative Analyst  
VAIBHAV SHARMA, Senior Member of Technical Staff  

RAHUL MASKE, Senior Member of Technical Staff 
DIVYA BANDYOPADHYAY, Senior Member of Technical Staff 

GANGAPRASAD KOTURWAR, Member of Technical Staff 
KAPIL GANOO, Accounts and Admin Officer 

 
Dhandho Advisory Board 

 

NAVNEET CHUGH, Fullerton, California 
TERRY ADAMS, Irvine, California 

SRINI PULAVARTI, Los Angeles, California 
 

Auditor & Tax 
 

BDO PUERTO RICO                     GRANT THORNTON 

PIETRANTONI MENDEZ & ALVAREZ LLC (PMA) 
 

Broker & Custodian 
 

UBS AG, The Desai Group 
                       

General Counsel 
 

DENTONS US LLP                     CONYERS DILL & PEARMAN, BVI 
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